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This patient is 
eligible and committed to

participating in FVRx Tompkins

Fruit & Vegetable
Prescription for 2020

Fruit & Vegetable
Prescription for Health

We provide weekly
produce free of charge.
 

You prepare and cook it
for meals and snacks. 

We ask questions and
offer support. 
 

You set your own health
goals and build daily
habits to keep for life.

FVRx Tompkins is a program
of Cooperative Extension of

Tompkins County
615 Willow Ave, 
Ithaca, NY 14850

607-272-2292 ext 242
www.ccetompkins.org/FVRx

We offer meal planning
tips and new recipes. 
 

You make them your
own.

Patient Name



FVRx Tompkins is a participatory
research project that gathers patient

feedback about how access to produce,
cooking education and lifestyle support

improves their health.

OUR PARTNERS

Our program begins May 1 with a set
of introductory classes online or

over the phone. 
In early June, participants will start
to receive free weekly farm produce

delivered to their doorstep. 
Cooking coaches will be available
throughout the season through
virtual classes and one-on-one

conversations.

Register for our Remote
Learning Classes

 

ccetompkins.org/FVRx
607-272-2292 ext 242

Is this program
for you?

Have you been diagnosed
with a diet-related
condition such as
diabetes, pre-diabetes,
or heart disease?

Are you committed to
preparing food delivered
weekly and communicating
with our cooking coaches?

Have you struggled to
change your diet with
the food choices
available to you?

Cornell Cooperative Extension is an employer and educator
recognized for valuing AA/EEO, Protected Veterans, and

Individuals with disabilities and provides equal program and
employment opportunities.

"It is an incredible program... My husband
and I both have type 2 diabetes and his
A1C has dropped from 6.8 to 5.9.
Being creative in the kitchen was like
therapy for my depression, good for my
soul as well as for my body.  
I am very grateful for this program and
would recommend it to anyone who would
benefit from it."     ~ Patient in 2019


